
Precision plus performance



In short, you do not need to be planning 

a mission to Mars to benefit from our  

services. But if you are, you can be cer-

tain that Haas-Präzisionstechnik is up to 

the task.

MARS ROVER featuring 

innovative shafts by 

Haas-Präzisionstechnik

You can count on us to deliver precision 

solutions, many of which are hidden 

out of sight inside everyday items, as 

well as for one of the most demanding  

endeavours in human history.
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W e l c o m e  t o  t h e  f u t u r e

Considered rationally, this short statement sounds rather abstract but it actually sum-

marises what inspires us and the lengths that we at Haas-Präzisionstechnik go to in or-

der to keep our customers happy. You might also be surprised to learn that our spindles, 

shafts, axles and related products – which are ground to sub-micron accuracy – are used 

in all kinds of scenarios in modern life, not just to conquer space.

The products we make are found in innovative drive technology, state-of-the-art 

medical equipment, heating and air conditioning systems and high-quality domestic  

appliances. Our solutions are also deployed in the aerospace sector, auto-

motive engineering, in industrial plants and many other areas of technology, 

demonstrating our enduring proficiency time and again. Our continual pursuit 

of perfection helps to enhance and improve the end product. As a modern, high-tech company operating in the metalworking 

industry, technical progress and a strong ability to innovate are very important to us – combined with exceptionally high vertical 

integration.

In a dynamic and global environment we are increasingly setting standards in terms of customer focus, total reliability and commit-

ment to targets. We also offer flexibility, advanced logistics concepts, competitive pricing and understand complex scenarios. This is 

not just how we respond to high-volume orders. At Haas-Präzisionstechnik we take equal pride in handling small and medium-sized 

jobs.

„Ground, rotationally symmetric parts featuring maxi-

mum precision and quality in diameters ranging from less 

than 1.00 mm/0.04 inch to 20.00 mm/0.80 inch and made 

from steel, tungsten carbide or ceramics.”

Based on solid experience and long-

term partnerships, we are commit-

ted to boost our customers’ success 

on an ongoing basis. That is what 

drives us. Challenge us to work hard 

for you into the future.

P E R F E C T I O N  |  T R A D I T I O N  |  F A S C I N A T I O N  |  I N N O V A T I O N



Production range 

Shafts, spindles, axles and related   

products  Diameters from approx. 

1.00 mm/0.04 inch to approx. 20.00 

mm/0.80 inch  Lengths up to approx. 

500 mm/20 inch (depending on diameter) 

 Made from steel, tungsten carbide or 

ceramics

Strong in-house vertical integration

Turning  Extensive processing of non-

hardened parts such as knurling and 

thread rolling, gear cutting, rolling,  

milling, boring, etc  Hardening and  

tempering  Straightening  External  

cylindrical grinding – centreless through-

feed and plunged as well as between  

centres  Lapping and finishing  Ground 

flats and double flats  Barrel finishing, 

deburring and polishing  Extensive  

measurement systems

Customer service and added value

Advice tailored to individual custom-

ers and goals  Small, medium and 

large orders  Partnership and support 

throughout the product lifecycle from 

development phase to discontinuation 

of product  Outstanding reliability  

Maximum flexibility and responsive-

ness  Innovative logistics concepts 

 Comprehensive documentation and  

traceability  Understanding of complex 

scenarios  Streamlined processes and 

good value for money

A r e a s  o f  e x p e r t i s e
External diameter and  
complex features ground to an 
accuracy of up to 
± 0.5 μm/0.00002 inch

Polishing for burr-free corners 
and edges and optimal as-
sembly

Interlocking connections 
thanks to knurling

Geometric tolerances on 
ground external diameters and 
complex features:

Roundness 
< 0.5 μm/0.00002 inch

Radial run-out 
< 1.0 μm/0.00004 inch

Straightness 
< 1.0 μm/0.00004 inch

Cylindricity 
< 1.0 μm/0.00004 inch

Concentricity 
< 1.0 μm/0.00004 inch

Ground, polished, finished or 
rolled surfaces to 
Rz 0.2 μm/0.00001 inch

Hardened including partially 
inductive or surface hardened

Finest contours and transitions

Various interfaces such as 
flats, double flats, bores, 
grooves, toothing, threads 
(rolled or cut), knurls, etc
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To live up to the values of these standards, we solidify our foundation with a 

clear and consistent corporate philosophy and with our team of highly special-

ised professionals that identifies with the challenges our customers face. Our 

exceptionally high level of vertical integration, streamlined processes and distinctive 

ability to innovate help turn visionary ideas into everyday reality – in a reliable and 

reproducible way.

The services we deliver extend far beyond 

outstanding technical solutions. Right 

from the start, we provide a customer-

focused, goal-oriented consultation  

service to support your development 

project while keeping an eye on the big-

ger picture. We consider feasibility, costs 

and process reliability alongside techni-

cal requirements. We produce prototypes 

and pre-production samples in readiness 

for starting production and you can also 

rely on us when phasing products out.

Our efforts to achieve technical perfec-

tion are further complemented by inno-

vative logistics concepts, comprehensive 

documentation and traceability, plus 

maximum flexibility and total reliability. 

We are well placed to tailor intelligent  

and exciting solution packages to your 

needs. This applies particularly to small 

and medium-sized orders, not just large 

series. 

„At Haas-Präzisionstechnik a lot re-

volves around producing technically per-

fect parts – perfect in the sense of fulfill-

ing the demands of our customers.”

L I S T E N  |  I N S P I R E  |  U N D E R S T A N D

Because we are based in one of the most  

beautiful parts of Europe, we naturally 

think about tomorrow and how to con-

serve resources in order to safeguard 

everybody‘s future.



P r o d u c t s  t a i l o r e d  t o  y o u r  i n d u s t r y

For the following industries: Mechanical en-

gineering, automotive / commercial vehicles 

/ agricultural machinery, aerospace technol-

ogy, ergonomic engineering, medical tech-

nology, etc.

Innovative motor and gear shafts for top-

quality drive technology  With toothing 

and different interfaces such as ground flats, 

grooves, bores and knurls  Including  

complex forms such as multiple outer di-

ameters, deep bores, hollow shafts, etc  

Excellent diametrical accuracy, geometric  

precision and surface quality  Optimised  

for assembly thanks to superb polishing  

processes and rounded edges.

For the following industries: Domestic ap-

pliances, heating / air conditioning systems, 

energy-saving technology, building services 

engineering, etc.

High-precision axles and shafts for  

quality ventilation and air conditioning 

systems  Unique diametrical accuracy, 

geometric precision and surface quality 

 Optimised for assembly thanks to su-

perb polishing processes and rounded 

edges  Ideal if smooth running and 

maximum service life are needed, even in 

tough conditions  Various interfaces and  

shaft ends such as ground flats, grooves, 

bores, knurls and rolled threads.

For the following industries: Building services 

and supply engineering, HVAC products, flow  

meters, power plant technology and power engi-

neering, control valves, chemicals, food pro-

duction, etc.

Premium spindles, tappets, shafts and valve 

pins for valves, water meters and control 

technology that set standards  Ground, pol-

ished and rolled surfaces featuring maximum 

quality  Rolled or cut threads  Finest con-

tours for seal seats and other functional zones  

 Even difficult-to-machine materials offer 

exceptional resistance to environmental fac-

tors  Careful handling, visual surface checks 

and individual packaging  for safe transporta-

tion and subsequent processing.

Ventilation Control technologyDrive technology 
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For the following industries: Automation, 

tool / spinning and measuring machinery, 

measuring microscopes, etc.

Rotationally symmetric, high-tech solutions for 

sophisticated machinery and equipment  

With various interfaces such as ground flats, 

grooves, bores, toothing and knurls  Includ-

ing complex forms such as multiple features,  

deep bores, hollow shafts, finest contours, 

etc  Excellent diametrical accuracy, geo-

metric precision and surface quality  Ideal 

if smooth running and maximum service life, 

high positioning accuracy or maximum preci-

sion (metrological equipment) are called for 

at high rotational speeds, for example.

For the following industries: Medical and 

dental equipment, blood pumps and implant-

able pumps, production of breathing gas, 

prostheses, etc.

Delicate and high-precision round parts for 

advanced medical equipment and technol-

ogy  Complex forms and finest contours  

Outstanding precision, diametrical accuracy, 

geometric precision and surface quality  

Reliable solutions, documented processes 

and consistent traceability, especially suitable 

for critical applications.

A thirst for knowledge, innovative 

strength and attention to detail are 

what drive us. Because everything we 

do is designed to ensure that you are 

successful. From start to finish, Haas- 

Präzisionstechnik is your reliable ex-

pert partner when it comes to shafts, 

spindles, axles and related products.

A P P L I C A T I O N  |  C O O P E R A T I O N  |  I N T E G R A T I O N

Machinery | Equipment Medical technology www.haas-praezisionstechnik.com



Bad Dürrheim

www.haas-praez is ionstechnik.com

Haas Präzisionstechnik GmbH 

Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 17 

78073 Bad Dürrheim | Germany

Phone: +49 7726 3707-0 

Fax: +49 7726 3707-77

info@haas-praezisionstechnik.com

 


